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Abstrat
Proteins are regularly desribed with some general indies (mass fratal dimension, surfae fratal dimension,
entropy, enthalpy, free energies, hydrophobiity, denaturation temperature et..), whih are inherently statistial
in nature. These general indies emerge from innumerable (innately ontext-dependent and time-dependent)
interations between various atoms of a protein. Many a studies have been performed on the nature of these
interatomi interations and the hange of prole of atomi utuations that they ause. However, we still do
not know, under a given ontext, for a given duration of time, how does a marosopi biophysial property
emerge from the umulative interatomi interations. An exat answer to that question will involve bridging
the gap between nano-sale distinguishable atomi desription and marosopi indistinguishable (statistial)
measures, along the mesosopi sale of observation. In this work we propose a omputationally implementable
mathematial model that derives expressions for observability of emergene of a marosopi biophysial prop-
erty from a set of interating (utuating) atoms. Sine most of the aforementioned interations are non-linear in
nature; observability riteria are derived for both linear and the non-linear desriptions of protein interior. The
study assumes paramount importane in 21
st
-entury biology, from both the theoretial and pratial utilitarian
point of view. While it helps the theoretial disourse by providing a framework to understand the origin of
a marosopi property; ability of it to predit a priory whether the dynamis in a ertain set of atoms or the
ouplings between them, an at all produe a biologial property of interest or not, will aount for tremendous
saving of resoure and eort.
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1 Introdution :
Reent works have desribed proteins as 'omplex systems'[1, 2℄ and as 'deformable polymers'[3℄. The mesosopi
nature of protein strutures has been reported by rystallographers too [4℄. Furthermore, it has been found reently
that proteins exist in a state of 'self organized ritiality'[5, 6℄. Along with all these, reent [7℄ and previous [8℄
haraterizations of inhomogeneous distributions of mass and hydrophobiity merely serve to ompliate an eort
to onstrut a general and unambiguous sheme for desription of protein interior. An approah to study protein
interior that desribes the inhomogeneous, nonlinear behaviors of protein strutural parameters an be onstruted
by desribing them through self similarity. Indeed many previous studies on this topi (a dreadfully undersized
representation is referenes [9℄, [10-18℄) had hinted that with an objetive quantiation of self-similarity, we an
deipher the hidden symmetry, whih onnets global patterns of marosopi properties in proteins (say hydropho-
biity distribution, polarizability distribution et..) with the loal (atomi) interations that produe them [19℄.
However the basi question, that, preisely when does the marosopially measurable quantities emerge from
the mirosopi interations between the atoms, - ould not be answered from any of these approahes. Suh
an examination of protein interior is neessary not only for purely theoretial disourse, but also for emerging
pratial appliations that attempt to desribe proteins from paradigms of nanotehnology and nano-siene and
mesosopi-siene. Protein funtion is a dynami property that omes into being due to onformational hanges
of protein struture in its physiologial environment. Hene, as have been ommented upon in a reent study[20℄,
to understand and ontrol the funtion of target proteins, it assumes paramount importane to develop methods
that an analyze the olletive motions at the moleular level, from whih the marosopi properties emerge. This
question is therefore of immense importane to ontemporary protein designing and protein engineering studies.
The aforementioned question an be alternatively posed from the perspetive of ontrol systems study; viz. when
does a partiular biophysial property beome observable in a sub-set of protein atoms? Re-framed equivalently
: whether we an all a sub-system of protein atoms to be observable with respet to a partiular biophysial
property or not? - This preise question an obviously be answered in three ways; viz. the sub-system of atoms
under question, is ompletely observable with respet to the biophysial property under onsideration; it is partially
observable, or it is not observable at all. Derivations of the preise mathematial onditions for these three ases,
form the fous of the present work. Algorithmi implementations of these mathematial onditions an easily be
ahieved to relate the general theoretial framework to partiular simulation oriented studies that an be applied
diretly to the pratial situations.
Sine a protein is omprised of large number of atoms, a realisti sheme that attempts to desribe any global
biophysial property (say free energy of a protein, radius of gyration of it, hydrophobi fratal dimension of it,
resultant dipole moment of it, et ..) from the study of relevant property assoiated with individual atoms (say,
individual spatial utuation of eah atom, mass and volume of an atom, partial harge in eah of the atoms, et
..) beomes diult to onstrut, analyze and understand. The need therefore, is to onstrut a method that is
mathematially aurate, but at the same time, easily implementable algorithmially. A method that an redue the
shear sale of dimensionality (huge number of atoms, many properties, et ..) assoiated with the problem. Suh a
method an only be realized, if it an detet ommonalities in patterns aross dierent biophysial properties. Sine
the properties under onsideration are all marosopi in nature, the problem beomes espeially diult to pose
if studies with lower number of atoms than the permitted threshold for emergene of the property are attempted.
However, although ompliated, onstrution of this algorithm holds enormous importane for several paradigms of
protein biophysis. A general mathematial onstrut to address this problem should be able provide a simple yet
reliable framework to desribe and analyze the onnetion between individual properties at the atomi sale and
globally emergent protein sale. In this work, we propose suh an algorithm. Indeed over the years some attempts
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have been made in the paradigm of protein biophysis, to establish the relationship between oupled mirosopi
utuations and their eet on ausing the marosopi behaviour [21, 22℄; but sope of these eorts were limited
to ertain speialized elds and were not general. The present work, on the other hand attempts to onstrut the
generalized onditions to ahieve the same.
Sine the number of works that have attempted to view proteins as mesosopi systems are less, it assumes im-
portane at this point to larify the exat goal of the present paper. Marosopi states desribe a system from
a top-down perspetive with variables of (mostly) statistial origin. In other words, marosopi desription of
the system ontains at lower level of information than the same with mirosopi desription. However, sine the
measurable variables themselves are marosopi, a marosopi desription still meets the given requirements of
auray. In the realm of protein biophysis, the onsideration of marosopi states like temperature, pressure,
enthalpy or entropy is suient to desribe the behavior of the system and knowledge of mirosopi states like
position and veloity of eah of the involved moleules is not always neessary. The transition from mirosopi level
of desription to the marosopi one, however, is not ontinuous and if we merely onsider these two modes of de-
sription of a system (mirosopi and marosopi), the transition takes plae in a step-funtion like disontinuous
mode at the statistial parametri limit (number of omponents of the system = 32). - Suh a sheme of desription
of biophysial properties might not always be orret. Properties do not emerge suddenly, but appropriates speial
features and harateristis gradually as the desription turns gradually from mirosopi to marosopi paradigm.
Mesosopi states are states ontaining the intermediate details. It is at this partiular sale that we an expet to
observe the origin and gradual oming to being of (most of the) biophysial properties. Hene, it assumes enormous
importane to onstrut objetive frameworks ompatible to the mesosopi sale of protein desription, so that
one would be able to srutinize the multifaeted harateristis of the origin and development of the biophysial
property of his/her interest.
The basi and only assumption of the present work is that the emergene of marosopi properties an be studied
with auray and onsisteny, by studying the interatomi interation proles in suient details. Assertions from
some reent works [23-25℄ support this assumption strongly. Interatomi interations manifest themselves through
their utuation proles. Interatomi utuations are so important to protein's existene that any instantaneous
onformation of its, is known to utuate thermally around its native onformation. In the interior of the protein,
atoms are tightly paked and the interations between the atoms assume ompliated nature, but the utuations
prevail there too. These utuations have been studied from various perspetives by various works. The ther-
mal, onformational utuations of a globular protein were deomposed into olletive motions and studied from
various perspetives [26-30℄. In normal modes analysis, the utuations are expressed by a linear ombination of
normal modes [28-30℄. However, onstrution of a method to observe the emergene of a marosopially measured
property from the mirosopi utuations through a mesosopi limit, had never been tried before. The present
algorithm attempts to trae bak any marosopially measured property of statistial origin to time-dependent
and ontext-dependent mirosopi utuations, to observe at whih mesosopi limit of number of atoms does the
property emerge and how it grows gradually, before attaining its marosopi statistial nature.
This task is daunting beause the probability and strutural feature of the entire spetrum of mirostates sampled
by proteins, is not learly known [31, 32℄. The sensitivity of the ensemble of mirostates to hanges in environmental
onditions (i.e., pH, temperature, pressure, ligand binding, and onentrations of osmolytes and denaturants) is
also not well understood either [32℄. Most importantly, the manner in whih loal utuations are oupled to larger,
more global strutural transitions - isn't known either. Hene a mathematial onstrut that attempts to model
the situation must essentially be top-down in its approah (to irumvent takling the time dependent ouplings
between eah and every loal utuations), yet extrat the neessary information regarding the emergene of any
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biophysial property. Rather than assuming the aforementioned interatomi interations to be linear, we have re-
sorted to model the situation from a nonlinear perspetive. Reasons behind this assertion and the relevane of it
in the present study are numerous. Protein fold in the rowded milieu of the ell, where the density of protein is
∼ (0.2− 0.3) g/mL, Hene the huge number of intramoleular interatomi interations (formation, breakage and
reformation of hydrogen bonds, salt bridges et ..) take plae in ompetition with similar intermoleular interatomi
interations; whih, of ourse, may be detrimental to the folding proess [33℄. Despite it, the proess usually yields
the native state in a matter of milliseonds to seonds. This inherent swiftness of the proess implies a series of
ordered events or intermediates, a fat that has intrigued researhers for several deades [34℄,[35℄. However, the
order in whih these intramoleular events take plae are not known in general terms, even today. Evolution of a
biophysial property from its mesosopi limit to marosopi limit (statistial parametri limit of 32 atoms) an be
studied from the implementation of the present (general) mathematial framework. Careful (omputational) imple-
mentation of suh mathematial framework an (possibly) resolve the ontraditions in protein folding/unfolding
mehanisms (some models to desribe denatured state banks either on the sum of individual amino aids [36,37℄ or
on an extended, ompletely solvent-exposed polypeptide hain [38,39℄. This assumption is at odds with experimental
evidene showing that the denatured state in the absene of denaturants is rather ompat [40,41℄), as elaborated in
earlier [23℄ study). Thus, the present study is not merely about theoretial pursuit but has several pratial uses too.
2 Methodology :
Appliation of ontrol theoreti onstruts to study biologial systems is not exatly ommon, but presene of suh
rigorous mathematial onstruts are found in many reent works. All of these works, in some form or the other,
demonstrate that reonstrution of some spei regulated states under onditions of limited information - an be
ahieved extremely eiently through the ontrol theoreti onstruts. While many of these (pioneering) dedu-
tions are appliable to paradigms in systems biology [42-44℄, isolated instanes of insightful treatment of geneti
regulation an be found too [45℄. Consideration of the role of observer [46, 47℄ in an essentially nonlinear paradigm
of systemi desription of biologial systems is suessfully ahieved in the later. However, ontrol theoreti studies
on protein biophysial fators with similar rigorous standpoint, were not found. Several works on ontrol theoreti
onstruts attempt to model the systems from a (time-invariant) linear perspetive [48, 49℄. Sine suh formalism
is not relevant in the attempts to desribe biologial systems, the treatment of the same in the present work is
attempted from time-dependent perspetive, ompletely. On the other hand, sine we are attempting to observe
the emergene of protein biophysial features (in a mesosopi sale), the state-spae oriented ontrol studies (as
have been attempted in some biologial paradigms [50, 51℄) were not expliitly touhed in the present study. We
note that possibility of appliation of ontrol theory in the ontext of protein struture predition through NMR
was disussed in a previous artile [52℄, the atual onditions of observability of the emergene of a (statistial)
marosopi property was not obtained there.
While the present study owes its philosophial basis to the aforementioned studies (and many others [53, 54℄)
it diers from all of the above; beause, to our knowledge, this is the rst attempt to propose a theoretial frame-
work that attempts to observe how the measurable marosopi biophysial properties of proteins ome to being
from (mirosopi) time-dependent and ontext-dependent interatomi interations.
Having established the reason behind suh studies, here we embark on derivation of the algorithm. This is done
in two parts. In the rst setion, the denition of protein from the perspetive of ontrol theory is put into plae.
The next setion then approahes the problem in a step-by-step manner to dedue the onditions that will un-
ambiguously dene whether any (sub)set of atoms of a protein is ompletely, or partially or not observable with
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respet to a biophysial property. Calulations for the (approximated) linear ase, are also kept here; beause in
ertain partiular ases the omputational implementation of the non-linear ase may beome diult. The atual
desription of the proess, however, an only be found from derivations of the non-linear ase.
Setion - 1) : Denition of the system(a single protein)
Case-1) General representation of protein interior parameters with linear dierential equation.
We approah to objetively desribe these time-dependent and ontext-dependent orrelations amongst protein
strutural parameters by representing any arbitrarily hosen protein with a linear dierential equation with suf-
ient apaity to desribe the (time-dependent) dynami-dependenies of protein strutural parameters on one
another. Suh an approah provides us with a omputationally implementable simple framework with adequate
rigor, given by :
x˙ (t) = A(t)x(t) + f(t) (1)
where, x is a n − vector, A (t) is an n × n ontinuous matrix on an open interval I in R, and f (t) is loally
square integrable on some arbitrarily hosen interval (a, b), viz. f (t) ∈ L2n ( [a, b] ). In other words, the spae
of all measurable n − vector funtions f(t) dened for t ∈ [a, b] = J with values f (t) ∈ Rn , t ∈ J suh that∫ b
a
| f (t) |2 dt < ∞.
We an write eqn − 1, in the following equivalent form as :
x (t) = x0 +
∫ t
t0
[A (s)x (s) + f (s)] ds (2)
Subsequently we an dene the suessive approximations by the relations :
x0 (t) = x0
and
xn+1 (t) = x0 +
∫ t
t0
[A (s)xn (s) + f (s)] ds, t ∈ J, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
The solution of eqn − 2 with x (t0) = x0 is given by :
x (t) = X (t, t0)x0 +
∫ t
t0
X (t, s) f (s) ds, (3)
where X (t, t0) is the fundamental matrix solution of homogeneous equation, x˙ (t) = A (t)x (t) ,
whih has the following properties :
1) X (t0, t0) = I (the identity matrix).
2) X (t, t0) = X (t, s)X (s, t0) , t0 ≤ s ≤ t
3) X (t, s) = X−1 (s, t)
Case-2) General representation of protein interior parameters with non-linear dierential equation.
Of ourse, a representation sheme similar to eqn − 3 an be obtained for a non-linear dierential equation of the
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form :
x˙ (t) = A(t)x(t) + f(t, x) (4)
where f (t, x) is ontinuous on J × Rn. For eqn − 4, the solution of x (t) with x (t0) = x0 an be written as :
x (t) = X (t, t0)x0 +
∫ t
t0
X (t, s) f (s, x (s)) ds, (5)
where X (t, t0) is the fundamental matrix solution of homogeneous equation. With this non-linear representation,
omplexities of solution inreases undoubtedly, but under suitable onditions on A and f , one an establish the
existene of solution of the non-linear equation (4).
Setion - 2) : Criteria of observability of protein interior parameter dynamis.
Based on the denition of the system (that is, an arbitrarily hosen protein) as provided above we now proeed to
derive the onditions for observability of emergene of any biophysial property from any arbitrarily hosen (sub)set
of atoms belonging to the protein.
Case-1) :
Observability, under the assumption that proteins are linear systems :
We ontinue with our desription of interations of various strutural parameters in protein interior and the emerg-
ing property with the dierential equation, x˙ (t) = A(t)x + f(t) (all the symbols retain their meaning from eqn−1)
Here, in setion-2, we attempt to approah the desription of the proess when eqn − 1 is subjeted to a lin-
ear observation proess, desribed with simple form, viz:
y = O (t)x + Oˆ (t) f, y ∈ Rn (6)
Assuming that the interation of various strutural parameters was taking plae in a time interval [t0, t1] ⊂ (a, b)
and x (t0) = x0 ∈ R
n
, we had arrived at eqn − 3. We start the derivation neessary to desribe observability of
the protein with aforementioned strutural parameters, by notiing rst admitting that observation of the relevant
phenomenon under question itself is a time-dependent proess; and seond, if f is known funtion, for example
f (t) = B (t)u (t) with u (t) being a ontrol then, in priniple the term Oˆ (t) f in eqn−6 and O (t) times the integral
of eqn − 3 an be subtrated from :
y (t) = O (t) X (t, t0)x0 + O (t)
∫ t
t0
X (t, s) f (s) ds+ Oˆ (t) f (t)
to yield the modied losed form expression for observation given by :
yˆ (t) = O (t) X (t, t0)x0 (7)
The term X (t, t0)x0 in eq
n − 7 satises the homogeneous equation
x˙ = A (t) x (8)
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Therefore the expression to represent linear observation on a protein whose interior strutural dependenies an be
desribed by a linear dierential equation, is obtained as :
y (t) = O (t)x (t) (9)
Hene, the original question about obtaining information about a system desribed by eqn − 1 with the help of an
observation sheme desribed by eqn− 6, redues to the same question for the orresponding homogeneous system,
desribed by eqn−8 and the homogeneous observation desribed by eqn−9. This transformation between paradigm
of questions mark the hange in modes of studies beause the present platform (omprised of eqn − 8 and eqn − 9)
oers us a homogeneity in the treatment of the problem in general; something that wasn't ensured in the platform
omprised of eqn − 1 and eqn − 6.
However, to make meaningful preditive studies, the present framework needs to be modied further regarding
a suitable desription sheme to desribe temporal frame of referene. Thus, without any loss of generality, we
perform the translation of the the origin, so that τ = t − t0. This aounts for the limits t0 −→ 0 , whereby
t1 −→ (t1 − t0) = T.
To formalize the problem we dene observability in the manner that, the system represented by eqn − 8 and
eqn − 9 is observable (that is, the pair (O (t) , A (t)) is observable) on the time interval [0, T ]
i y (t) = O (t)x (t) = 0, t ∈ [0, T ] implies x (t) = 0, t ∈ [0, T ] .
(whih is equivalent to the assertion x (0) = x0 = 0).
Thus, the re-dened version of the problem is to identify (and/or develop) the onditions for observability on
the matries A (t) and O (t).
We approah the problem by denoting the spae of square integrable r − vector funtions on [0, T ] by L2r [0, T ].
At this point we propose theorem-1, theorem of 'onnetion between independene of protein strutural parameter
and their orresponding observability'.
Theorem-1) :
If the strutural parameters orresponding to any protein an be represented by vetors x1, x2, . . . , xk in nite
dimensional Eulidean spae Rn, and if x1 (t) , x2 (t) , . . . , xk (t) be the orresponding solutions of eq
n− 8 for them
in [0, T ] with x (0) = xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , k ; further if the orresponding observations yi on [0, T ] an be dened by
yi (t) = O (t)xi (t) , t ∈ [0, T ]; then the observed linear system desribed by eq
n − 8 and eqn − 9 is observable on
[0, T ]; if and only if, yi are linearly independent in L
2
r [0, T ] whenever the xi are linearly independent in the same
nite dimensional Eulidean spae Rn.
Proof :
The solutions xi (t) are linearly independent in L
2
r [0, T ] only in the ase when xi are linearly independent in R
n
.
If eqn − 8 and eqn − 9 is observable and
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y (t) =
k∑
i=1
ciyi (t) = 0 (10)
then the orresponding solution also vanishes. In other words, it implies :
x (t) =
k∑
i=1
cixi (t) = 0 (11)
and in partiular
k∑
i=1
cixi (0) =
k∑
i=1
cixi = 0 (12)
In the ase where xi's are linearly independent, we have c1 = c2 = . . . = ck = 0. Hene, from eq
n − 10, we an
onlude that in suh a ase yi's will be linearly independent too.
On the other hand (evidently, in the more generalcase) if there exists linearly independent x1, x2, . . . , xk suh that
the assoiated observations of them, namely y1 (t) , y2 (t) , . . . , yk (t) are not independent (that is, are dependent
on L2r [0, T ]), then letting c1 = c2 = . . . = ck are not all zero, suh that
y (t) =
∑k
i=1 ciyi (t) = 0,
we notie that y (t) beomes an identially vanishing observation on the solution x (t) =
∑k
i=1 cixi (t) , whih is
not the zero solution of eqn − 8, beause in suh a ase, x1 = x1 (0) , x2 = x2 (0) , . . . , xk = xk (0) are linearly
independent.
Hene, in suh a ase, we an onlude that eqn − 8 and eqn − 9 will not be observable. Q.E.D
Proof of theorem-1 ('onnetion between independene of protein strutural parameter and their orresponding
observability') paves the way for a more general theorem, the theorem-2, 'observability of protein strutural param-
eters as omponents of a linear system'
Theorem-2) :
The system(protein), desribed by eqn − 8 and eqn − 9, is observable on time interval [0, T ] i the observability
Grammian matrix, given by :
Φ (0, T ) =
∫ T
0
X∗ (t, 0)O∗ (t)O (t)X (t, 0)dt
(where X∗ (t, 0) and O∗ (t) are the transposes of X (t, 0) and O (t)) is positive denite.
Proof :
The solution of x (t) of eqn − 8 orresponding to the initial ondition x (0) = x0 is given by :
x (t) = X (t, 0)x0
and we obtain y (t) = O (t)x (t) = O (t)X (t, 0)x0
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‖ y ‖2 =
∫ T
0
y∗ (t) y (t) dt
= x∗0
∫ T
0
X (t, 0)O∗ (t)O (t)X (t, 0) dt x0
= x∗0 Φ (0, T ) x0
- a quadrati form in x0.
Clearly Φ (0, T ) is a symmetri n× n matrix.
If Φ (0, T ) is positive denite then :
y = 0 ⇒ x∗0 Φ (0, T ) x0 = 0 ⇒ x0 = 0
and then the system desribed by eqn − 8 and eqn − 9 is observable on [0, T ]. If, Φ (0, T ) is not positive de-
nite then it implies that there exists some x0 6= 0 suh that x
∗
0 Φ (0, T ) x0 = 0.
In suh a ase, x (t) = X (t, 0) x0 6= 0 for t ∈ [0, T ] but sine ‖ y ‖
2= 0 , it implies y = 0.
And therefore, we an onlude that system desribed by eqn − 8 and eqn − 9 is not observable on [0, T ].
Q.E.D
Corollary :
If the system desribed by eqn− 8 and eqn− 9 is observable on [s, t] then it is also observable on any interval [0, T ]
suh that 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T .
Proof of orollary :
We have :
Φ (0, T ) = X∗ (s, 0)
∫ T
0
X∗ (τ, s)O∗ (τ)O (τ)X (τ, s) dτ X (s, 0)
≥ X∗ (s, 0)Φ (s, t)X (s, 0)
> 0
Hene the proof.
Case-2) :
Observability, under the assumption that proteins are non-linear systems :
In ertain ases the dependenies amongst strutural parameters within any protein might not be governed by
equations with simple linear dependenies. This is probable too, onsidering that interations amongst protein
strutural determinants are time-dependent and ontext-dependent. Hene, in suh a ase, without resorting to the
linear (simplisti and approximated) ase, we will have to desribe proteins as non-linear systems. Here, instead of
referring to eqn − 1, we start our desriptions with eqn − 4, viz : x˙ (t) = A(t)x(t) + f(t, x),
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where x and f are n− vectors, t ∈ I , the real time interval with linear observation y = O (t) x (t) , where y is an
m− vector (m < n) and A (t), f (t, x) , O (t) - are ontinuous with respet to their arguments.
Here, although admitting that ase of non-linear representation sheme is more general (and perhaps, more a-
urate), we resort mathematially to desribe the ase as a linear system (eqn − 4) with perturbation f (t, x). We
assume further that the it is feasible to desribe the situation as one where (eqn − 4) is being observed by a quantity
y. In suh a framework of desription, the problem of observability of (eqn − 4) an be formulated as one, where :
it is required to nd an unknown state at the present time t from the quantity y, over the interval [θ, t] where θ
denotes some past time, beause, sine (m < n) , the equation y = O (t) x (t) does not allow immediate nding of
x and y.
At this point, having loosely desribing the framework to desribe the situation, we proeed to formally dene
the system as :
NL-Defn-1) The system an be dened to be observable at time t, if there exists θ < t suh that the state of the
system at time t, an be identied from the knowledge of the system output over the interval [θ, t].
NL-Defn-2) If the system is observable at every t ∈ I , it an be alled 'ompletely observable'.
NL-Defn-3) If the interval of output observation mentioned in NL-Defn-1, an be made arbitrarily small, we speak
of dierential observability over those intervals.
We start our analysis of non-linear desription of protein interior by assuming that (eqn − 4) has a unique so-
lution for any initial ondition. If we denote τ as θ < τ < t, the solution for (eqn − 4) an be asserted to be
uniquely dened for x = x (τ) as the initial ondition and (drawing from aforementioned non-linear desription of
proteins in ase-2 of setion-1) given by :
x (t) = X (t, τ) x (τ) +
∫ t
τ
X (t, s) f (s, x (s)) ds
However, sine the fundamental matrix is invertible in nature, we have :
x (t) = X (τ, t)x (t) −
∫ t
τ
X (τ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds (13)
Correspondingly the y (τ) will be given by :
y (τ) = O (τ) X (τ, t)x (t) − O (τ)
∫ t
τ
X (τ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds (14)
Desribing the transpose of any matrix, with a star symbol, with a little bit of rearrangement (by multiplying
eqn − 14 with X∗ (τ, t)O∗ (τ) from the left and integrating within the interval θ to t), we obtain :
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∫ t
θ
X∗ (τ, t)O∗ (τ) y (τ) dτ =
[∫ t
θ
X (τ, t)O∗ (τ)O (τ)X (τ, t) drx (t)
]
−
[∫ t
θ
X (τ, t)O∗ (τ)O (τ)
∫ t
τ
X (τ, s) f (s, x (s)) dsdr
]
= Φ(θ, t)x (t)
−
[∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)
∫ s
θ
X∗ (τ, s)O∗ (τ)O (τ)X (τ, s) dτf (s, x (s)) ds
]
= Φ(θ, t)x (t)−
[∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)Φ (θ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds
]
If the matrix Φ (θ, t) is invertible, that is, for a trunated linear system,
x˙ = A (t)x, y (t) = O (t)x (15)
is observable; then from the last equation of the array of equations,
(
∫ t
θ
X∗ (τ, t)O∗ (τ) y (τ) dτ = Φ(θ, t)x (t)−
[∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)Φ (θ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds
]
)
we obtain :
x (t) = Φ−1 (θ, t)
∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)O∗ (s) y (s) ds + Φ−1 (θ, t)
∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)Φ (θ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds
If we assign :
U1 (t, θ, s) = Φ
−1 (θ, t)
∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)O∗ (s)
and
U2 (t, θ, s) = Φ
−1 (θ, t)
∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)Φ (θ, s)
then the following ompat relation an be obtained :
x (t) =
∫ t
θ
U1 (t, θ, s) y (s) ds +
∫ t
θ
U2 (t, θ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds (16)
Equation-16 represents the relation of the unknown state x with the observed output y over he interval [θ, t].
In eqn − 16 the time θ may not be neessarily xed, and therefore θ an be replaed by τ . Upon arrying out
this hange, eqn − 16 an be substituted into eqn − 13, and we obtain :
x (τ) = X (τ, t)
∫ t
τ
U1 (t, τ, s) y (s) ds+X (τ, t)
∫ t
τ
U2 (t, τ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds−
∫ t
τ
X (τ, s) f (s.x (s)) ds (17)
In ompat form,
x (τ) =
∫ t
τ
U3 (t, τ, s) y (s) ds+
∫ t
τ
U4 (t, τ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds for (τ < t) (18)
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where U3 (t, τ, s) = X (τ, t) U1 (t, τ, s) ,
and U4 (t, τ, s) = X (τ, t) U2 (t, τ, s) − X (τ, s)
On the basis of the derivations above we an put forward a proposition as
NL-Proposition-1) :
Under the ondition that the system (protein interior) is desribable by the dierential equations x˙ (t) = A(t)x(t) +
f(t, x) and y (t) = O (t)x, it is globally
a) observable at any time instane t,
b) ompletely observable, or
c) dierentially observable, if the following onditions hold :
1) there exists a onstant c > 0, suh that detΦ (t, θ) ≥ c .
2) Eqn−16 has a unique solution for any y, whih is ontinuous on [θ, t] a) for some θ < t, in ase of an observable
system at time t, b) for all t and for some θ < t, in the ase of a ompletely observable system, or c) for all t and
for all θ < t, in the ase of a dierentially observable system
A areful of reading of the desription of the situation suggests that eqn − 16 in 'NL-proposition-1' an be re-
plaed by eqn − 17. In the ase of suh replaement the same results will be valid, but with some simple hange
of variables. However the question that whether eqn − 16 or eqn − 17 has a unique solution is diult to evaluate.
The diulty arises beause we notie that if the interval of integration in eqn− 16 or eqn− 17 is suitably hanged,
eqn−16 or eqn−17 may then be onsidered as a nonlinear operator equation on a ontinuous funtion spae. Thus,
we will have to resort to Banah's ontration mapping theorem to these nonlinear equations.
Without venturing into the general ase, we onsider a speial system desribed by :
x˙ = A (t)x + ǫf (t, x) (19)
y = O (t)x (20)
where, ǫ is a saler positive onstant. We assume that the following ondition is satised :
‖ f (t, x1)− f (t, x2) ‖≤ K ‖ x1 − x2 ‖, (K ≥ 0) (21)
A general solution x (t) for eqn − 18 with x = x (τ) as a formal initial ondition is:
x (τ) = X (τ, t)x (t) − ǫ
∫ t
τ
X (τ, t) f (s, x (s)) ds (22)
We reate an analogue of eqn − 16 derivation from eqn − 13, by starting with eqn − 22.
Therefore :
x (t) = Φ−1 (θ, t)
∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)O∗ (s) y (s) ds+ ǫΦ−1 (θ, t)
∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)Φ (s, θ) f (s, x (s)) ds (23)
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Substituting eqn − 22 on eqn − 21, we obtain :
x (τ) = X (τ, t)Φ−1 (t, θ)
∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)O∗ (s) y (s) ds
+ ǫX (τ, t)Φ−1 (θ, t)
∫ t
θ
X∗ (s, t)Φ (s, θ) f (s, x (s)) ds
− ǫ
∫ t
τ
X∗ (τ, s) f (s, x (s)) ds (θ ≤ τ ≤ t)
We denote this ondition as 'NL-ond-1'.
Consequently, in order for the system desribed by eqn − 18 and eqn − 19, to be observable, it is suient that the
inverse of Φ (t, θ) exists, the solution of eqn − 23 exists and it is unique.
At this point, if we assume that there exists solution of x1, x2 (x1 6= x2) of eq
n − 23 for a given y, then, using
eqn − 20, we obtain :
(|x1 (τ)− x2 (τ)) ≤ ǫ
∫ t
τ
|X (τ, s) |K|x1 (s)− x2 (s) |ds
+ ǫ|X (τ, t)Φ−1 (t, θ) |
∫ t
θ
|X∗ (s, t)Φ (s, θ) |K|x1 (s)− x2 (s) |ds
≤ ǫk1 (t, θ) (t− τ) ‖ x1 − x2 ‖ +ǫk2 (t, θ) ‖ x1 − x2 ‖ (t− θ)
where
k1 (t− θ) = max
θ<τ<s<t
|X (τ, t)Φ−1 (t, θ) ||X∗ (s, t)Φ (s, θ)K
From this, there exists a k (t, θ) suh that :
‖ x1 − x2 ‖≤ ǫk (t, θ) (t− θ) ‖ x1 − x2 ‖ (24)
where k (t, θ) = k1 (t, θ) + k2 (t, θ)
Hene, most importantly, if ǫ satises the inequality :
ǫk (t, θ) (t− θ) < 1 (25)
it follows that x1 = x2 on [θ, t].
This ontradition leads to the next proposition for a suient ondition for the observability of the system de-
sribed by eqn − 18 and eqn − 19, sine the ondition, 'NL-ond-1' neessarily guarantees the existene of solutions
of eqn − 23.
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Hene, nally we have :
NL-Proposition-2) :
The system desribed by eqn−18 and eqn−19, is globally a) observable at the instane t, b) ompletely observable
or c) dierentially observable, if the following onditions hold :
1) there exists a onstant c > 0, suh that detΦ (t, θ) ≥ c .
2) a positive onstant, ǫ , satises
ǫ < 1/k (t, θ) (t− θ)
a) for some θ < t, in ase of an observable system at time t,
b) for all t and for some θ < t, in the ase of a ompletely observable system, and
c) for all t and for all θ < t, in the ase of a dierentially observable system.
3 Results and Disussion :
(Appliability of the algorithm on four dierent spheres in
Protein Biophysis) :
The present algorithm proposes a rigorous and reliable template for a series of algorithms that an be onstruted to
study the emergene of various biophysial fators. However, the atual implementation of these ideas might require
superlative omputational failities that are not easily available in ontemporary senario; though the possibility
of using suh failities in near future seems genuine. Due to prohibitive omputational ost, atual implementation
of these algorithms ould not be ahieved in the present work. In the absene of obtained data, in this setion we
present exat shemes to study the emergene of atual biophysial properties from the mathematial disourse that
has been presented. Out of innumerable possibilities of appliation of this algorithm, we hose four paradigms; on
whih, the present study an (tangibly) be enormously impating. In eah of these (extremely well-studied) spheres
of protein biophysis, the appliability of the present algorithm is learly mentioned, alongside the utilitarian ben-
ets that appliation of this algorithm an provide it with.
Appliability - 1) Case of Hydrophobiity :
1.1) Sope of appliability of the present algorithm :
Origin of hydrophobiity from a bottom-up approah has long been a subjet of fasination and enormous debate
amongst physiists and hemists for the last thirty years. A summary of this entire spetrum of views, debates
and sopes of (possible) onfusions regarding various ways of dening what hydrophobiity is, what solvation is,
the origin of hydrophobiity, (possible) orrelation between hydrophobiity and polarizability in dierent moleules
under dierent boundary onditions; are all well-doumented [55℄. Astonishment at the lak of our understanding of
the moleular mehanism ausing hydrophobiity, as has been expressed in a reent work [56℄, is therefore justied.
However, it is neither in the sope nor in the motivation of the present work to reet upon these opinions. We
start our argument by noting down the pattern that the origin of hydrophobiity an be traed bak to some kind
of inter-atomi interations, was never questioned by any of the proposed theories. These inter-atomi interations
are bound to ause ertain utuations in the spatial oordinate of the atoms, is obvious too. The present work,
attempts to derive the onditions by whih information about the extent of utuations in spatial oordinate of a
subset of atoms an be inferred from marosopially measured parameters. For example, if one hypothesizes that
origin of hydrophobiity an be studied from olletive eets of dispersion fores in the interior and exterior of
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the proteins, he (she, at any rate) an nd out the preise number of inter-atomi interations that aount for
the emergene of hydrophobiity. More interestingly, the starting point of his study will not involve any guesswork
onerning the number of atoms; but will be some marosopi measure of hydrophobiity (say, hydrophobi fratal
dimension [19℄, or hydrophobi moment of a protein [57℄) and the number of atoms giving rise to it, will be obtained
as the result. Categorially, the user needs to assign the measured (omputationally or experimentally) hange
of (umulative) hydrophobiity ontent (as provided by the onstruts proposed in [19℄ or [57℄) due to any set of
atoms, to the variable x˙ ; the ontat-map information for these atoms in the matrix A ; and the dependeny of
hydrophobiity on (quantum mehanially alulated) partial harges or any other parameter that the user onsiders
neessary to desribe dispersion related eets, in the (ontext-dependent) funtion f (x, t) , of the eqn − 4. Or
alternatively, he an input the (time-dependent) oordinate information of the relevant set of atoms in the variable
x and keeping the rest of the parameters invariant, attempt to measure the hange of hydrophobiity ontent by
srutinizing the magnitude of x˙ . Owing to the high degree of exibility inherent in the algorithm, the eetive-
ness of the proposed sheme lies primarily with the disretion of the user; beause that ensures the appropriate
hoie of parameters to be assigned to the funtion f (x, t) (as an example, instead of resorting to (subjetive)
hoie of parameters that might provide an appropriate framework to study eet of dispersion related fores on
hydrophobiity, if the user had used atomi hydrophobiity magnitudes [120℄ for every atom, the hange in the
ontent of hydrophobiity ould have been measured dierently). Utility of the present sheme therefore lies in the
fat that it an study unambiguously how exatly from the nano-sale (small number of distinguishable atoms), the
marosopi property of thermodynami nature (hydrophobiity) is emerging. Putting the proposition dierently,
the algorithm an predit preisely how muh of the inter-atomi utuations will be observable with the known
(marosopi) index of hydrophobiity. Posing the same question in still dierent words, the present methodology
an be used to asertain the preise lower limit of the number of atoms whih are neessary to observe emergene
of the property named hydrophobiity. The mathematial onstrut presented here is general. It an be put to
rigorous use by suitably onsidering only the pertinent aspet of it (aording to the nature of requirement of any
partiular problem) where it might nd potential utility.
Suh ategorial information about the number and harater of atom-luster that produes hydrophobiity due
to their inter-atomi interations, beomes indispensable in order to probe reent questions regarding the nature
of hydrophobiity. For example, a steady ow of opinions ould be reorded over the last deade, whih argued
that hydrophobi eet is not neessarily an entropi phenomenon; it an be enthalpi or entropi depending on
the temperature and the geometri harateristis of the solute[58-61℄. The diulty with attempting this problem
stems primarily from the inherent ontradition, namely, geometrial desriptions (distinguishable objet based)
and thermodynami (statistial) desriptions work at two dierent levels of systemi desriptions. While the former
is primarily bottom-up (nano saled) in its nature the later is top-down (marosopi). The present theory provides
a quantitative tool-set to examine the emerging properties in their nasent form in mesosopi sale.
1.2) Sope of appliability of the present algorithm :
It has been found experimentally that the relationship between bulk hydrophobi interation, exposure of hy-
drophobi residues from its pure phase to water and pair hydrophobi interation potential of mean fore (PMF)
in water is nonlinear[62, 63℄. Although various experimental studies from varying perspetives (studies related to
virial oeients, Kirkwood-Bu integrals, and on related spatially integrated quantities [62-65℄), have studied the
nature of hydrophobiity and many have attempted to fous purely on the multiple faets of PMA [66-68℄, the
spatial dependene of PMF itself through to diret experimental mehanism is diult to obtain. Here, to know
the preise nature of spatial extent of PMF, rather than resorting to the simulation-entri studies, we an resort
to the rigorous mathematial treatise presented here. By desribing the utuating magnitude of temperature
dependent spatial extent of PMF with the variable x˙ , the (time-dependent) ontat map with matrix A , and the
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expression for dependeny of exposure of hydrophobi residues from its pure phase to water on the (time-dependent
and ontext-dependent) pair hydrophobi interation PMF of residues in eqn − 4, a onsistent sheme an be
onstruted to solve for the spatial extent of PMF for the onerned set of residues. As has been mentioned before,
the sheme onstruted in this work is a general one and the eetiveness of its depends ruially on the judiious
hoie of parameters that are assigned to various terms in eqn − 4 (or in eqn − 1, if the desription is linear).
Appliability - 2) Case of polarizability :
2.1) Sope of appliability of the present algorithm :
A low polarizability in the interior of the protein implies a low magnitude of dieletri onstant, whih in turn im-
plies a onduive environment for eletrostati interations. Detailed aount of eletrostati interations of ionized
side hains is neessary requirement for serious examination of protein stability beause they are omparatively
long-ranged ones amongst biophysial fores[69℄. All pH-dependent properties of proteins are (preditably) gov-
erned by the eletrostati interations between ionizable side hains. Owing to this oupling to hemial protonation
equilibria, protein eletrostatis an be probed diretly through measurements of pKa values [70-74℄. The eet of
eletrostati interations is usually quantied in terms of the shift ∆pKa, of the pKa value of an ionizable group
in a protein relative to the pKa values of the same group in a small referene moleule in dilute aqueous solution.
Many aspets of protein pKa shifts are known to us. However, solution to the basi inverse problem [P-1℄, viz.,
given a partiular magnitude of ∆pKa, for residues either in the surfae or in the interior, what should be the
minimum number of residues, whih might produes it ? - is not easily obtainable in a general sense. Furthermore,
despite immense eorts, omputational and/or theoretial approahes that an reliably predit the large pKa shifts
observed for buried residues in a general sense - remains diult to nd. While one aspet of these problems lie in
the omputational problems while onsidering ionization-indued water penetration and onformational hanges in
pKa alulations, the other aspet points to the lak of a theoretially sound sheme that an desribe the emergene
of a marosopi property from its ineption to the subsequent phases, as the number of residues that ontribute
to produe the property inreases over time. Substituting the pKa values for every amino aid (in a sub-set of
amino aids under onsideration) in variable x, inorporating the ontat-map information in the matrix A, and
desribing desolvation or onformational utuations (or any other parameter that the user thinks neessary) in
the ontext-dependent (non-linear) funtion f in the eqn − 4, one an attempt to obtain a quantitative magnitude
for ∆pKa as the output x˙ . The need for suh a thorough sheme beomes even aute when one attempts to delve
into the uniform dieletri ontinuum model of protein ineterior eletrostatis. In suh a model, the entire eet
due to polarizability is desribed through a single dieletri onstant (DC). (As a result, eletrostatially highly
heterogeneous[69℄ and anisotropi [75℄ protein interior is represented through an overtly simplied onstrut. The
shortomings of suh model have been ommented upon by many [69,72,76℄. The magnitude of DC beomes a
omplex funtion of the extents to whih formal harges, partial harges, and dipoles [72℄ are onsidered. The
eetive DC is alulated from the response of the entire protein to an externally applied eletri eld; whih in
its turn, is alulated from the total dipole moment utuation of the protein, through omputational methods.
However, it has been reported by many that the magnitude of dipole moment utuation is signiantly aeted
by harged surfae residues [77-79℄. Hene, to what auray will suh a onstrut be taking into aount the
self-energy of deeply buried ionizable residues, - remains unlear. Having said that, many a studies over the years
have (suessfully) addressed various aspets of the aforementioned omplex issues. Rigorous omputational exam-
inations of the pKa shifts have been undertaken from the framework of marosopi dieletri ontinuum models,
via semi-marosopi partial harge [79, 80℄, lattie dipole [72℄ models, and nally to all-atom simulations [74℄.
However, answer to another basi and general inverse problem (P-2), namely, eletrostati eets due to how many
buried residues are being reeted in a measured magnitude of dipole moment utuation of the protein - ould not
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be found from the purview of the aforementioned studies.
The ommonality in P-1 and P-2 is striking. Both of them are asking extremely basi questions. Computational
onstruts, regardless of how sophistiated they are, annot provide the answers to them. Instead, a thorough
mathematial model, whih treats protein interior as a utuating, nonlinear (DC behaves in a nonlinear manner
[81℄) and time-dependent system, might help us in nding the answers to these basi (inverse problems). The
mathematial model presented in the present work attempts to ahieve preisely the same.
2.2) Sope of appliability of the present algorithm :
Importane of identifying the lower-threshold number of atoms to understand the origin and nature of biophysial
fores, is multifaeted. We elaborate it in the ontext of studying the protein-protein interation. This omplex
proess is driven primarily by the hydrophobi eet and van der Waals interations, with signiant ontribution
from entropy and eletrostatis. However, a general riteria to understand the preise extent of ontribution of
these, under varying biologial ontexts, is extremely diult to evaluate. Examination of the roles of various
omponents of eletrostati interations during protein-protein interation assumes an inherent diulty beause of
their (non-linear) dependene on pH level and salt onentration [82℄. To this end, the nding that salt dependene
of the binding is not orrelated with marosopi parameters of the monomers [83,84℄, merely serves to underline the
importane of ategorial identiation of the number of atoms neessary to aount for the origin of 'marosopi'
properties. Furthermore, desription of the proess aquires a new level of diulty when one noties the latest
nding [76℄ that, homo-omplexes and hetero-omplexes adopt perfetly opposite sheme of eletrostatis during
their formation. (For homo-omplexes, ontrary to intuitive notions, in majority of the ases, the eletrostatis
opposes binding; whereas, for hetero-omplexes, it is somewhat like the role salt bridges on protein stability; i.e.,
in some ases, it will favor the binding, while in some other, it will oppose the binding.) Although this apparent
ontradition an be resolved to some extent by analyzing the harged-residue density in the interfae for the two
lasses[76℄, onstrution of a general sheme to desribe the eletrostatis of protein-protein interation. In the
absene of a theoretially derived ondition that unambiguously demarate the origin of several omponents of
eletrostati ontributions in a generalized way, it has been reported that in ertain ases eletrostati energy favors
binding, while in some other ases, it opposes binding [76℄. Furthermore, despite the onsensus on signiane of
spei pair-wise eletrostati interations aross the interfae [85-91℄, the onlusions about the role of eletro-
statis on binding anity remain ontroversial. Having said that, we assert that this onfusion over the preise
extent of omparative ontribution to various aspets of eletrostati fores on binding anity an be resolved ob-
jetively. Sine all of the aforementioned properties have a marosopi (at least mesosopi) nature of their origin,
an unambiguous sheme to desribe the entire situation an only be found when we an evaluate the lower limit at
whih these properties ome to being. Beause it is in suh pursuit that the evolution of eah of these properties
over time and under a nonlinear ontext dependene an be studied, whih might ultimately provide us with the
objetive information regarding who is ontributing how muh and due to preisely how many number of atoms.
The proposed sheme here ahieves preisely the same through the dierential eqn− 4, by assigning residue-spei
atomi hydrophobiity values (or partial eletrostati harges, if one attempts to study eletrostati ontributions)
to the variable x , the ontat-map information to the matrix A , and known dependenies that desribes eet of
hydrophobiity (or eletrostatis) on binding free energy to funtion f (x, t) .
2.3) Sope of appliability of the present algorithm :
Another example with polarizability studies might help in registering the signiane of present theory of biologial
observability. Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory is a statistial mean eld theory that haraterizes oarse-grained
quantities suh as the average partile distribution funtion and the eletrostati potential together with thermo-
dynami variables, in systems omposed of many harged and point like partiles at thermal equilibrium. However,
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despite various modiations of the sheme in dilute and strong oupling regimes [92, 93℄ and numerous imaginative
appliations of it several paradigms of maromoleular biologial strutures [94-96℄; the statistial modeling of real
solutions - often in an intermediate regime - is still an open problem [93,97℄. It is an open problem beause the
preise threshold at whih emergene of the statistial properties take plae is not lear to us. Taking reourse to
the present theory, we an attempt to ahieve larity in our desription of the aforementioned problem.
2.4) Sope of appliability of the present algorithm :
Aurate measurement of residual dipolar ouplings in weakly aligned proteins an in priniple provide inisive
information about the struture and dynamis of them in the solution state [98℄. But the problem in this operation
stems from the nature of measured information, whih usually embody a onvolution of the strutural and dynami
properties [99℄. Amongst many other aspets, the sensitivity of residual dipolar ouplings to internal motions has
been reognized by many as an enormously interesting question [100-103℄. This is so beause, unlike the onventional
spin relaxation and hemial exhange-based studies, residual dipolar ouplings are sensitive to motions spanning a
wide range of time sales, and heneforth, they might be onsidered as potent probes to monitor biologially relevant
motions[100℄. But, many struture renement protools for analyzing dipolar data impliitly assume that internal
motions are either absent, negligibly small, or uniform and axially symmetri in nature [104℄,[105℄. Although some
sporadi attempts have been made to study dynamis in protein interior, a rigorous theoretial framework that
solves the inverse problem (P-3), namely, given the information regarding residual dipolar oupling, to what extent
an we observe the dynamis of protein atoms, - has not been proposed. It isn't a question, beause these motions
are not universally reeted in spei dipolar ouplings in presene of high anisotropy [99℄, but a arefully designed
mathematial framework with top-down philosophy that an enompass physial perturbations without delving into
the bottom-up origins of the later, an attempt to desribe the situation with adequate auray. The sope of this
question an be meaningfully extended if we notie that interferene of existing internal motions with strutural
interpretations of dipolar data - has not been studied with suient thoroughness. Study with partiular ase [99℄
tends to suggest that some internal motions an well be into the range of observability. Here, from the ontext of
the present algorithm, desribing the hange in the magnitude of the (emergent) dipolar oupling as the dependent
variable of eqn − 4, the ontat-map information for neighboring atoms in the matrix A, and relevant information
(either the residual pKa values, or some umulative measure of atomi partial harges at residual level or any other
parameter set that the user thinks pertinent) in f (x, t) , - one an attempt to observe at whih threshold level of
a number of atoms does the measured magnitude of the residual dipolar oupling emerge.
Appliability - 3) Case of NMR :
Biomoleular struture determination through NMR starts with olletion of proton spetra. Protons in the various
atoms in various residues have dierent eletroni environments [106℄. The typial eletroni loud dispositions give
rise to typial loal magneti elds whih alter the stati eld B0 to B0 (1− σ) , altering therefore, the Larmor
frequeny of these protons. The resulting proton spetrum is omprised of many peaks. These shifts in the Larmor
are harateristi of the hemial environment of the spins and are termed hemial shifts (CS). Proteins are known
to be exible [3℄, in solution, they undergo onstant small onformational hanges and furthermore sine the CSs
are aeted by tertiary strutures [107-109℄, we an regard the hemial shifts as dynami (time-varying). However,
hemial shifts are typially viewed as a stati property [110℄ (largely due to the tools employed in traditional NMR
analysis. The NMR spetrometer reords a series of time-domain signals, know as Free Indution Deays (FIDs).
A given atom's CS is enoded as a periodiity within the FIDs. It is obtained by applying a Fourier Transform to
the FIDs. FIDs, being time-domain signals, are apable of enoding CSs. However, it is not possible to observe CSs
using the Fourier Transform beause the integration operation takes plae over time). Nevertheless, based on the
CS information, it is possible to assign the various peaks in the spetrum of a moleule to various protons, a proess
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alled frequeny labeling [111℄. In theory, using these shifts, the peaks in the spetrum an be uniquely assigned
to protons in various amino aids. Following this, a series of experiments are used to seletively exite protons
and study the eet on other protons. This eet (Nulear Overhauser eet) is proportional to r(−6) where r is
the distane between nulei. The obtained set of data then provides the distane information between protons of
various amino aids. One this distane is known, one an solve for a folded onguration of the protein, whih
satised these distane onstraints. The pratial senario, on the other hand, presents a dierent piture sine the
proton spetrum of a large protein moleule is obtained as one with poor resolution [52℄ (beause existene of large
number of protons leads to rowding of the spetra). Owing to this poor resolution, the task of frequeny labeling
beomes extremely diult.
With the advent of 2D NMR [112℄ (here the onnetivity between distint individual spins are delineated, and
furthermore, the resonane peaks are spread out in two dimensions leading to a substantial improvement in peak
separation, thus making the spetra far easier to interpret) the aforementioned problem an be takled. But the
basi inverse problem (P-4), still lingers; viz., what should be the upper limit of the number of residues (and atoms
therein), so that given a proton spetrum, the frequeny labeling an be ahieved ? Appropriate use of the proposed
sheme might help in more foused framing of (P-4), before an attempt to obtain the solution for it.
However, we must mention here that ontrol theoreti appliations to NMR studies are not new [52℄ and many a
suessful onstruts have been proposed banking on the pure mathematial studies with basi knowledge of Physis
that involves little or no omputational prowess. However, in terms of the sope and orientation, the approah pro-
posed in this work is rst of its kind.
Appliability - 4) Case of Drug-Disovery and Computational-Chemistry :
In the paradigm of drug disovery (and omputational hemistry, in general) an outstanding problem an be stated
as, given the information regarding the struture of a protein ative site and a list of potential small moleule ligands,
predit the binding mode and estimate the binding anity for eah ligand [113℄. This problem has multiple aspets
assoiated with it and has been a eld of intense omputational and experimental analysis over the last fteen
years. However, ertain basi questions in this paradigm still remain unanswered and in the absene of theoretially
dedued unambiguous riteria set, approahes to these questions often provide inonsistent results [114℄. The entire
operation of doking an be summarized into two operations; rst, the operation of posing; viz., the appropriate
positioning of the orret onformer of a ligand in the ative site (ombination of onformation and orientation being
known as a pose). Seond, the operation of soring, where poses are seleted and ranked with respet to some
soring funtion [113-114℄. Although apparently straightforward, this two step proess involves many a omplex
(non-linear) physio-hemial interations from geometri perspetive and in their bid to simultaneously address
these issues through this two-step proess, many approximations and inadequate onstruts are resorted to. These
have been identied in many reent works [114-117℄. (For example, simplisti treatment of eletrostatis, eletroni
polarization, aqueous desolvation, and ioni inuenes; lak of aounting for entropy hanges in the protein and the
ligand on binding; inadequate weighting of proton positions (tautomers, rotamers) and harge states (ionization) of
both protein and ligand; assumptions in many (but not all) of the ases that ative site is rigid (possibly inluding
tightly bound water moleules) and that only the small moleule an move; et ..). A lose srutiny amongst these
drawbaks points immediately to an underlying onneting fator. Many of these shortomings exist beause the
preise mode of emergene of these features from a ertain set of number of atoms, is not known; furthermore, the
(non-linear) dependenies that these properties might be having on one another is diult to deipher too, beause
of the same reason. A solution to these problems an be found from examining the situation from a oherent per-
spetive where the distinguishability of a non-statistial (non-marosopi, non-thermodynami) system of atoms
an be ensured; but at the same time, onditions for observability of the emergene of marosopi (statistial)
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properties are appropriately identied. The ontrol theoreti approah presented in this work, might help in quan-
tifying many of these features, from the perspetive of inverse problem; where the atomi origin of these features
will be addressed from a bottom-up mathematial standpoint without delving into the depths of physial and/or
hemial dependenies. For example, a omputational framework an be set-up where the user assigns measured
(omputational or experimental) hange of entropy of either protein or ligand to the variable x˙ , the neighboring
atom information of it in the form of a ontat-map to the matrix A, the onformational utuation based informa-
tion for eah amino aids involved, to x ; and nally, some relevant parameter that maps residual onformational
utuations with (marosopi) entropy, to the nonlinear ontext-dependent funtion f (x, t) . (Otherwise, the u-
mulative eet of onformational utuations, as the internal energy of the set of atoms under onsideration, an be
mapped to entropy and assigned to f (x, t) .) With suh a sheme, for a known set of x˙ values, the orresponding
x ; or the more diret; known x to unknown x˙ studies - an be attempted. - Obviously, an expert in this sphere of
knowledge an asertain the feasibility of attempting ertain problems, the general mathematial framework stays
valid for every set of parameter.
On the other hand, the soring funtions serve as objetive funtion to lassify diverse poses of a single ligand
in the reeptor binding site before estimating the binding anities of dierent reeptorligand omplexes (and
ranking them) upon the doking of a ompound database is performed [118℄. Interestingly, the drawbaks of sor-
ing funtions, as elaborated in a reent work [119℄ (failure to aommodate subtle physial eets aeting the
experimental binding energy; viz., the treatment of polar groups in the ligand or the protein being desolvated upon
binding but failing to nd a mathing polar interation in the omplex, treatment of hydrophobi pathes of the
ligand exposed to the solvent upon binding, a more omprehensive treatment of loss of rotational and translational
entropy; et ..) - also suer from the same nature of problems as the ones explained in that last paragraph. Here
also, a onsistent sheme that does not involve itself with the mind-boggling omplexity of the physio-hemial
interations, but irumvents it by assuming that all the aforementioned properties ome to being due to some or
the other form of interatomi interations between a set of atoms involving eletromagneti fores, before attempt-
ing to identify the number of atoms neessary to produe the property under onsideration - an be of extreme
utility. Sine the algorithm proposed here targets the transition zone between nano-sale individualisti properties
to mesosopi and subsequently marosopi properties, by targeting the number of interating atoms rather than
the property itself; - it an overlook the omplex physio-hemial details. Yet, it an monitor, from whih threshold
of atoms, the emergene of a partiular property is observed. This helps him to identify the possible dependenies
one property an have on the others and predit whih ones are more fundamental than the others.
4 Conlusion :
An algorithm to study the lower threshold of emergene for various biophysial properties, is presented in this work.
Categorial linkages between rigorous mathematial bakbone with protein biophysial properties are established.
An exat knowledge of these limits hold paramount utiliterian importane in the paradigm of the nasent eld
Nano-Biosiene. They, on the other hand, provide the ontemporary state of protein interior knowledge with
onstruts to investigate the fundamental questions of protein biophysis. In near future, when the omputational
failities beome less prohibitive, these algorithms an be implemented to answer the questions like preisely how
many atoms are neessary for us to observe hydrophobiity in a protein under a speied biologial ontext?
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